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Foreword
With  the  rapid  growth  and  development  of  our
country    arises    a    greater    need    for    dynamic
professionals  in  the  fields  of  forestry  and  outdoor
recreation. As a direct result of the nation's growth,
professionals today face old as well as new problems
and  work  with  newer  technologies.  The  1975  AMES
FORESTER   staff   direct   their   efforts   toward   a
realization  of  a   few   of   the   perplexing   and   often
frustrating   problems   faced   by   professionals   and
students  today.
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such   as   the  AMES   FORESTER   requires   a   con-
siderable  amount  of  time  and  effort  from  those  in-
volved.  We  extend  a  special  thanks  to  Mr.  Robert
Schwartz and the staff of  the  Iowa  State University
Press whose advice and patience were invaluable. We
also  appreciate  the  help  of  our  advisors  Dr.  Fred
Hopkins and Dr. Dean Prestemon. We are indebted to
our  patrons  and advertisers  for  their  financial  sup-
port,   and   to   the   faculty,   students   and   other   in-
dividuals    who    helped    create    the    1975    AMES
FORESTER.
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